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SYNTHESE

Le dommage généré par les phénomènes de vibrations induites par écoulement
constitue un souci majeur pour les constructeurs et exploitants de GV. Bien qu'un
faisceau de tubes ait été correctement dimensionné vis-à-vis de ces phénomènes pour
des conditions nominales d'exploitation, son comportement vibratoire peut se dégrader
dès que les conditions d'exploitation ou les supportages des tubes se trouvent modifiés.
Dans ce cas, le comportement vibratoire du faisceau doit être estimé au mieux, de
façon à évaluer avec précision les nouvelles marges de sûreté et à optimiser la politique
de maintenance. Dans ce but, un outil-métier industriel nommé GEVIBUS a été
développé à EDF.

Cet outil-métier permet d'évaluer l'endommagement du tube par usure et
fatigue vibratoire. Il consiste en un processeur interactif, qui relie différents modules
tels que : le calcul thermohydraulique du GV, un mailleur éléments finis, une interface
entre le modèle éléments finis, le calcul thermohydraulique et le calcul de la réponse
vibratoire, un module de modélisation fine des forces fluidélastiques et aléatoires, le
calcul de la réponse dynamique linéaire et non-linéaire du système couplé
fluide-structure, l'évaluation des dommages par fatigue ou usure sur le tube considéré,
un module de sorties graphiques. Les calculs thermohydrauliques sont réalisés avec le
code 3D, THYC, développé à EDF. Les autres modules (modèles d'interaction
fluide-structure, dynamique, évaluation du dommage) font partie du Code de
Mécanique d'EDF, ASTER.

Deux applications pratiques sont présentées. La première se réfère à une
maquette constituée d'un faisceau de tubes droit, soumis à un écoulement transverse
d'eau, et comportant des conditions de supportages non-linéaires. Les résultats
GEVIBUS, en termes d'évolution du déplacement du tube en fonction du temps et de
plans de phase sont en très bon accord avec l'expérience. La seconde s'intéresse à une
configuration industrielle récemment observée dans certains GV en fonctionnement, à
savoir une dégradation des plaques entretoises. Suite à ces dégradations, les tubes
peuvent se retrouver non supportés et beaucoup plus sensibles aux phénomènes de
vibrations induites par les écoulements. Diverses configurations de dégradations sont
observées dans les GV, telles que des dégradations localisées autour d'un tube
particulier, ou des dégradations sur une zone plus étendue affectant plusieurs tubes
adjacents. L'enjeu industriel consiste alors à déterminer, aussi précisément que
possible, les tubes qui peuvent devenir instables de façon à définir une maintenance
adaptée et optimisée pour les GV affectés.

EDF a décidé de tirer parti des avantages de l'outil-métier GEVIBUS en terme
de modélisation fine des phénomènes d'interaction fluide-structure, pour discriminer
les tubes stables et instables. Le calcul GEVIBUS montre qu'un tube avec dégradation
localisée de la plaque entretoise est largement plus stable qu'un tube situé dans une
zone avec dégradation étendue de la plaque entretoise. La différence de stabilité peut
également être quantifiée, pour définir au final, des zones stable et instable pour
chacune des configurations de dégradation. Du point de vue de la maintenance, on peut
aboutir à une réduction importante du nombre de tubes à contrôler et boucher, lorsque
les dégradations peuvent être clairement identifiées. Une telle analyse de stabilité peut
permettre de différer des remplacements de GV, ou d'éviter une modification
substantielle du régime de fonctionnement de la tranche nécessitée par un trop grand
nombre de tubes bouchés.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

Flow induced tube vibration damage is a major concern for designers and
operators of nuclear power plant steam generators. Although a tube bundle has been
correctly designed for nominal conditions, its vibratory behavior may vary
significantly, due to a modification of operating conditions or an alteration of the
structural system or tube supporting device. In this case, the operating flow-induced
vibrational behavior has to be estimated accurately to allow a precise evaluation of the
new safety margins in order to optimize the maintenance policy. For this purpose, an
industrial "Tube Wear and Fatigue Workstation", called "GEVIBUS Workstation" and
based on an advanced methodology for predictive analysis of flow-induced vibration
of tube bundles subject to cross-flow has been developed at Electricité de France.

The GEVIBUS Workstation is described as an interactive processor, which
links modules as : SG thermalhydraulic computation, parametric finite element builder,
interface between finite element model, thermalhydraulic code and vibratory response
computations, refined modelling of fluidelastic and random forces, linear and
non-linear dynamic response of the coupled fluid-structure system, evaluation of tube
damage due to fatigue and wear, graphical outputs. The thermal hydraulics
computation, used in the GEVIBUS Workstation, are performed with the 3D computer
code, THYC, developed at EDF. The other modules (fluid-structure interaction
models, dynamics, damage evaluation) are part of the EDF Mechanical code, ASTER.

Two practical applications are also presented in the paper. The first simulation
refers to an experimental set-up consisting of a straight tube bundle subject to water
cross-flow, with non-linear supports conditions. GEVIBUS predictions in terms of tube
displacement time histories and phase planes have been found in very good agreement
with experiment.

The second one deals with an industrial configuration which has been observed
recently in some operating steam generators i.e., top tube support plate degradation
(TSP).

Due to such degradations, the tubes may become non-supported and
consequently much more sensitive to flow-induced vibration phenomena. Various plate
degradation configurations can be observed in the steam generators, such as
degradation localized around one specific tube, or degradation for a more extended
zone, which affect several adjacent tubes.

The industrial challenge is then to determine, as precisely as possible, the tubes
which may be unstable in order to carry out an adequate and optimized maintenance on
the steam generators affected.

h
EDF has decided to take advantage of the refined fluid-structure interaction \l

modelling of the GEVIBUS Workstation, to discriminate stable and unstable tubes. ^
The GEVIBUS computation shows that a tube with localized degradation is much [0
more stable than a tube located in an extended TSP degradation zone. The variation in D

stability can also be quantified, to define, as a final step, stable and unstable zones for c*
each TSP degradation configuration. c\)

Concerning maintenance, an important reduction in the number of tubes to be
controlled and plugged can thus be achieved, when the degradation zones can be
clearly identified. Such a more refined stability analysis may sometimes delay steam
generator replacements or avoid a subsequent modification of the plan nominal
operating conditions due to a large number of plugged tubes. rTT"™™™™1™1™™"!
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NOMENCLATURE

a
b

f
fir
fé

ff
f,

m

m,
<?

constant (wear model)
time constant (wear model)
tube natural frequency
reduced frequency <fr = \IVr)
motion-dependent fluid forces per unit length
(fluidelastic forces)
fluid-dynamic forces per unit length
motion-independent fluid forces per unit
length (random turbulence and two-phase
forces)
total structural mass per unit length including
added mass
structural mass per unit length in vacuo
generalized displacement

s
t
w
z
A
B
C

c,
c.
Cd
Ck
Cm
Cv
D

Laplace variable
time
tube displacement
curvilinear abscissa along the structure
constant (wear model)
limit wear rate
generalized structural damping per unit length
(in vacuo)
structural damping per unit length (in vacuo)
generalized equivalent structural damping per
unit length
dimensionless added damping coefficient
dimensionless added stiffness coefficient
added mass coefficient
viscous damping coefficient
tube external diameter



Fd generalized motion-dependent fluid forces per
unit length

Ft generalized motion-independent fluid forces
per unit length

K generalized structural stiffness per unit length
(in vacuo)

Ks structural stiffness per unit length (in vacuo)
Kt generalized equivalent structural stiffness per

unit length
L tube length
M generalized structural mass per unit length (in

vacuo)
M, generalized equivalent structural mass per unit

length
Re Reynolds number
V flow velocity
Spp random excitation spectral density
5 logarithmic decrement of damping
<f> normal mode (in vacuo)
Xc correlation length ( » 3.4 D)
p external fluid density
Ç damping factor
O,, dimensionless random force spectrum

FLOW INDUCED
GENERATOR TUBES

VIBRATIONS OF STEAM
AN INDUSTRIAL PROBLEM

multi-supported tubes change into single-span clamped tubes.
With tube support plate degradation, some supports may
become totally inactive.

For both examples, the stable tube in nominal
configuration may become sensitive to flow-induced vibration
in effective operating conditions. The new safety margins for
operation will depend directly on this sensitivity to flow-
induced vibration phenomena. In such cases, the actual
operating flow-induced vibration behavior has to be estimated
accurately for a precise evaluation of the new safety margins
to ensure a secure operation of the component or to optimize
the corrective maintenance policy.
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Figure 1. Sketch of a PWR Steam Generator

Some Typical Examples For An Industrial Problem
Flow-induced vibration (FIV) damage is a major concern for
designers and operators of industrial heat exchangers and
especially of nuclear power plant steam generators. Problems
typically arise in the entrance and U-bend regions of the steam
generators, where high velocity single phase or two-phase
cross-flows are respectively observed (Figure 1).

At the design stage, fluidelastic instability of steam
generator tube bundles at nominal operating conditions can be
avoided by using a conservative approach based on empirical
tools, the so-called "stability maps", associated with well-
chosen safety margins (Chen 1987, Weaver & Fitzpatrick
1987, Pettigrew & Taylor 1991).

However, the vibratory behavior of a tube bundle which
has been correctly designed may vary during operational life,
due to a modification of thermal-hydraulic conditions or an
alteration of the structural system or tube supporting device.
Some recent industrial examples can illustrate our purpose.
Nominal support configurations for steam generator tube
bundle are typically multi-supported tubes with gaps between
tubes and supports. In some steam generators, the tube support
conditions have varied significantly, due to various
mechanisms, as particle deposits in the tube/support
clearances or degradation of tube support plates. When
particle deposits are observed, the gaps become zero and the

The Limitation Of Design Considerations When
Maintenance Is Concerned
For design considerations, the dynamic system behavior
versus fluidelastic instability is classically characterized by a
formulation based on two dimensionless parameters : the so-
called "mass damping parameter" and "reduced critical flow
velocity", and a stability chart (see Pettigrew & Taylor, 1991,
for instance).
The mass damping parameter

Ar =
m&

(1)

takes into account both the logarithmic decrement of damping,
5 , and the ratio between the total mass per unit length of the
structure, m. and pD2 .
The reduced velocity is expressed as

Vr =-
fD (2)

where fD represents the tube motion velocity, and V the
fluid flow velocity for the configuration studied. The "reduced



critical flow velocity", Vre , corresponds to the flow velocity
Vc , for which fluidelastic instability is obtained.

On stability charts (Figure 2), fluidelastic instability
experimental data are plotted in terms of mass damping
parameter and reduced critical flow velocity as defined above,
and a lower bound is generally proposed as design guidelines.
From an industrial point of view, an acceptable design
requires, for a given mass-damping parameter, an operating
reduced flow velocity smaller than the reduced critical flow
velocity derived from the lower bound expression.

Design

guidelines -
l.OE+2

1.0E+0

1.0E-2
1.0E-4 1.0E-2 1 OE+0 I.OE+2

Mass-damping parameter

Figure 2. Pettigrew & Taylor's stability map (1991)
A, Originally designed system,
•, Modified system due to particle deposits at tube supports
•, Modified system due to tube support plate degradation

Consider now the two industrial problems referred to in
the previous section. The nominal acceptable design is
illustrated on Figure 2 with a triangular symbol. The
modification of the tube supporting devices due to particle
deposits, induces both an increase in the tube resonance
frequency, / , and a considerable decrease in the structural
damping, S . The dimensionless parameters Ar and Vr will
thus decrease. A square symbol stands for this system on the
stability chart of Figure 2.
In case of tube support plate degradation, the global stirrhess
of the tube is changed and the tube resonance frequency, / ,
will decrease significantly. For the same mass-damping
parameter, the reduced flow velocity will be increased. A full
circle represents this system on the stability chart.
Although it appears that the original system was correctly
designed for nominal conditions, no conclusion can be drawn
for the two modified systems in terms of fluidelastic
instability, as the square and circle symbols stand on or over
the lower bound of the experimental data.

For such maintenance problems, a more accurate
estimation of the critical flow velocity must therefore be
available. For this purpose, a new unsteady model has been
recently developed at EDF for the estimation of flow-induced
forces (Granger 1991, Granger & Gay 1995).

Furthermore, as far as maintenance is concerned, an
assessment of the component life time is generally necessary,
including tube response amplitude evaluation, fretting wear or
fatigue estimations for given operating conditions. The need
of an industrial numerical tool has thus been identified by the
operational divisions of EDF. The present paper provides a
detailed description of this tool, developed for the past four
years and so-called " GEVIBUS Workstation", and some of its
applications to industrial configurations.

THE "GEVIBUS WORKSTATION"

General Description
The GEVIBUS Workstation can be briefly described as an

interactive processor, which links four main modules
(Figure 3) :

- SG thermal-hydraulic computation,
- refined modelling of fluid-structure interaction
- linear and non-linear dynamic response computations

of the coupled fluid-structure system,
- evaluation of tube damage due to fatigue and wear.

These four modules will be presented in detail in the following
sections of the paper.

GEVIBUS DATA BASE \

GEllBVS

iNTERACTIQN MODELS ^

S»M» Gentrmlor
' lot* to**f
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Figure 3. GEVIBUS Workstation chart

This interactive processor includes also a data base
containing the SG geometrical and material characteristics, a
parametric finite element builder to create the "mechanical"
mesh of the structure, interfaces between the mechanical finite
element model and the thermal-hydraulic code computational
results and finally graphical output softwares to visualize the
computational results.

The thermal hydraulics computation, used in the
GEVIBUS Workstation, are performed with the 3D computer
code, THYC, developed at EDF (Aubry et al. 1989, David
1995). The other modules (fluid-structure interaction models,
dynamics, damage evaluation) are part of the EDF Mechanical
code, ASTER.



For linear dynamic systems. GEVIBUS outputs are
evolution of tube frequency, / , damping factor, Ç , and tube
response versus mean flow velocity, presence or absence of
fluidelastic instability for the operating flow velocity,
estimation of damage due to fatigue. In case of non-linear
configurations, typically, when loose supports are considered,
GEVIBUS outputs are tube motion, impact force and stress
time histories, phase planes, estimation of damage due to
fatigue and wear.

The User Interface
To get an "industrial" tool, special attention has been paid

to the user interface. Its main characteristics are thus user
friendliness, interactivity, default inputs, cross checks, use of
databases for SG parameters such as tube bundle geometry,
tube and support materials, tube support shapes, fatigue and
wear material properties.

•<L

Figure 4. GEVIBUS Main window

The user inputs are typically limited to the steam
generator model, its operating conditions, the tube of interest
for dynamic computation and damage evaluation (referred to
as row and column). According to the configuration studied,
some default inputs are proposed to the user, especially for
fluid-structure interaction forces. Moreover, the complex
calculations which have to be performed to create the input
computation files for thermal hydraulics parameters
evaluation, fluid-structure interaction, dynamics and damage
evaluations are masked to the user.

A main window has been created in the GEVIBUS User
interface, in order to keep, all along the study as a visual
support the user inputs, the tube geometry and mechanical
mesh, as well as the progress of the modelling and
computations (Figure 4).

THYC Thermal-Hydraulics Computation

General description. The THYC code has been
developed at EDF to compute local two-phase flows and heat
exchanges in industrial components (Aubry et al., 1989), as
single phase heat exchangers, reactor cores, steam generators
or condensers. For steam generators, the code includes the 3D
modelling of the fluid outside the tubes, the so-called
"secondary fluid", and that of the fluid inside the tubes, the so-
called "primary fluid". Different types of applications can be
achieved through the THYC computations : SG global
efficiency, local descriptions of shell side flow patterns and
heat transfer. In the GEVIBUS Workstation, the THYC
computations are performed to obtain refined local
descriptions of the two-phase mixture flow velocity and
density along the tubes, and void fraction distribution in the
tube bundle.

Secondary model. The thermal hydraulic behavior of
the fluid outside the tubes is described with 3 local equations
of mass, momentum and energy for each phase. These
equations are averaged, both in time and space over small
control volumes made of an equivalent porous media
including fluid and solids.
The 6 resulting equations are then combined to obtain 3
conservation equations for the mixture (mixture mass,
momentum and energy conservation) and 3 complementary
equations or relations (Ishii, 1975) describing two-phase
mixture properties.
The code needs also closure equations reflecting the physical
fluid to fluid interactions and the fluid and tube thermal or
dynamic interaction. Typically, these constitutive equations
provide expressions for :
- the turbulent and viscous stress tensor,
- the fluid/structure interaction terms relative to singular and
regular friction pressure loss due to tube support plates (TSP),
anti-vibration bars (AVB) and tube bundle,
- the conductive flux,
- the energy interaction between tubes and fluid.

Primary model. The primary model for steam
generators is limited to the energy equation of the fluid inside
the tubes. The tubes are grouped into "classes", each "class"
corresponding to the same thermal behavior. Typically for
steam generators, three to four primary fluid classes are
retained for the computation. An equivalent tube is defined for
each class and the energy equation is written as a function of
the curvilinear abscissa along the equivalent tube.

All the equations which are solved by the THYC code and the
associated numerical methods are fully presented in (David.
1995).



The use of T/H data in FIV computations. The
THYC computation is generally performed on the entire
component. For FIV predictive analyses, the thermal hydraulic
data have to be extracted for a specific tube within the tube
bundle. A module has thus been included in the GEVIBUS
Workstation to process the standard THYC result file
(Figure 5) and the associated SG geometry description file.

This module gets the tube geometry (straight segments,
U-tube portion, anti-vibration bar intersections and tube
support plate locations) , extracts and eventually interpolates
the THYC computation results for the tube to be studied.
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Figure 6. Secondary fluid density
along a Model 51SG large radius tube

The thermal hydraulic data resulting from this post-
processing are the 3 components of the flow velocity field
(normal and tangential in-plane components, out-of-plane
component), the primary and secondary fluid densities and
void fraction. These processed data are expressed as a function
of the curvilinear abscissa along the tube, z (Figure 6).

The Fluid-Structure Interaction Model
Flow-induced vibration phenomena in tube bundles

submitted to cross-flow are physically characterized by a
variation of the structural characteristics such as tube natural
frequency and damping factor versus flow velocity. Typically,
the structural damping will vary, then decrease versus flow
velocity, to become zero. The flow velocity for which
damping is equal to zero corresponds to the so-called
fluidelastic instability. Large amplitude displacements will
then be observed and will induce unacceptable tube damage.

The main originality of EDF approach to the estimation of
SG damage due to such flow-induced vibration phenomena
consists in the fluid-structure interaction model which is used.
This generalized model for dynamic fluid has been proposed
by Granger & Gay (1995) on the basis of Chen's model for
motion-dependent fluid forces. Its expression has been derived
in the general case of a tube bundle with N vibrating tubes. In
predictive analyses, the value for N is very dependent on the
configuration studied.

When support conditions are very different for one tube
compared its neighboring tubes (i.e. major differences in tube
natural frequencies), this particular tube can be considered as
a "single vibrating tube in a rigid bundle". In this case, N is
equal to 1.
Some other configurations have to deal with fully flexible tube
bundles composed of tubes with rather similar support
conditions, i.e. tube natural frequencies close from each
others. N may thus become rather large. Due to fluid-
structure coupling effect, N vibrating tubes will result, in a
2JV degree-of-freedom system to solve. Such large matrices
are computationally prohibitive to analyze from an industrial
point of view.

To reduce the order of the model, a technique has been
developed at EDF, the so-called Global Model Approach
(GMA), which has been fully presented in previous papers
(Granger 1991, Granger et al. 1993, Granger & Gay 1995).
GMA uses the fact that the natural frequencies in the 27V
complex modes generated by fluid coupling are very close to
each other. As a consequence, tube response spectra exhibit a
high modal density in a relatively narrow frequency band.
GMA uses the tools of the probabilistic theory of structural
dynamics (Lin 1986) to derive an "equivalent single degree-of-
freedom system", whose characteristics are determined from
energy considerations.

tube bundle in cross-Equation of motion of a
flow.

The derivation of the tube bundle motion equations is fully
presented in Granger & Gay (1995). Consequently, only main
equations will be recalled in the present paper, in the case of a
linear "single degree-of- freedom" system. This "single
degree-of-freedom" system can represent either single
vibrating tube in a rigid bundle, either the equivalent single
degree-of-freedom system derived from the Global Model
Approach for a fully flexible bundle.



Let consider ™(z,r), the "single degree-of-freedom
system" harmonic motion. The equation of motion can be
written as :

(3)

The fluid-dynamic forces, ff(z,t), are divided in two types of
forces : the motion-dependent fluid-forces (i.e. "fiuidelastic
forces"), fd (z.t), and the motion-independent fluid forces (i.e.
random turbulence forces), fi(z.t). The tube displacement,
w(z,f), and the fluid-dynamic forces, fd(z,t) and fi(z,t), can
be written in terms of the normal mode, <|> (z), and respective
normal coordinates q(t), Fd(t) and Fj(t) :

(4a)

(4b)

(4C)

Equation (3) can be also most conveniently expressed in the
Laplace domain, in view of the frequency-dependence of the
motion-dependent fluid forces as :

fd{z,t)^{z)Fd{t)

\Ms2

with

M=

\ = Fd(s)+Fi(s) (5)

(6a)

(6b)

(6c)

The motion-dependent fluid forces are modelled in the
Laplace domain as .

FA') =

~D f p VCd(Vr,Re,...)t>2{z)dz
2 Jo

?(*) (7)

The generalized random excitation Ft is classically
characterized by its cross-correlation spectrum Spp (Axisa et
al. 1990, Granger & Gay 1995, De Langre et al. 1995) as :

(8)

where z} and z2 define locations along the structure.
In Equation (7), four dimensionless coefficients can be
identified : the added mass coefficient, Cm, the viscous
damping coefficient, Cv, the flow-induced damping and
stiffness coefficients, respectively Cd and Ck. The added
mass and viscous coefficients are independent of flow velocity
as they represent the variation of mass and damping of the
structure when immersed in still fluid. The flow-induced
damping and stiffness coefficients are frequency and flow
velocity dependent through the reduced velocity Vr.
Using Equations (5) and (7), the rube motion equation can be
rewritten as :

\M+-D2Cm{Lp
[ \ 2 Jo

(
+ C + Cv U2(z)<fe

V Jo

- -D f p VCd(Vr,Re,...)4>2(z)dz) s
2 Jo )

K-- \pV2Ck(Vr,Re,...)$2(z)dz)
2 Jo )

q(s) =F,( (9)

It appears that Equation (9) looks very much as the equation
of motion of an equivalent mechanical system, the "fluid-
structure coupled system", whose mass, damping and stiffness
are defined as :

= f (ms + -D2pCm)<f2(z)dz
Jo v 2 J

c'=C +Cv ~ i p D v cd(vr-
Kt = ,-\P V2Ck(Vr,...) z)dz

(10a)

(10b)

(10c)

However, one will note, that in this equivalent mechanical
system, the damping and stiffness terms, Ce and Ke, are
frequency-dependent.
For a given flow velocity, the characteristics of the fluid-
structure system in terms of natural frequency, / 0 , and
damping factor, ç 0 , are determined by solving Equation (9)
for J and q with F{ = 0. From solution s0 , these characteristics
can then be derived as :

(11)

Dimensionless fiuidelastic force coefficients. The
equation of motion proposed in the previous section allows for

10



a representation of fluid-structure interaction phenomena in
tube bundles. However, this model has to be completed with
dimensionless fluidelastic force coefficients Cd and Ck , and
dimensionless random excitation force spectra <t>0.
For random excitation forces, the model still rests on
experimental results since efficient numerical models are not
yet available for industrial purposes.

Dimensionless motion-dependent fluid force coefficients
can be obtained either by numerical models, as for instance,
the quasi-unsteady model proposed by Granger & Paidoussis
(1995) or by experiments. At the present time, numerical
models are still limited to specific tube bundle configurations.
Consequently, for practical applications, measured fluid force
coefficients are still recommended as many different
configurations can be investigated experimentally.
An inverse method has thus been developed at EDF (Granger,
1990) to estimate the fluid force coefficients from tube
response measurements taken on tube bundles which are left
free to vibrate under the sole action of cross-flow. In addition
to this methodology, the "Global Model Approach" (Granger,
1991) is used for fully flexible bundle configurations, to get
"global fluid force coefficients". Note that these methods are
used also to determine random excitation forces (Granger,
1991).

Figure 7. Dimensionless added damping coefficients
in two-phase cross-flow

-" - , 20% Void fraction ; - • - , 50% Void fraction ;
-» - , 75% Void fraction ; - • - , 85% Void fraction.

For predictive analyses of SG tube bundles, fluidelastic force
coefficients are required for various configurations : single
flexible tube in a rigid bundle, fully flexible tube bundle,
single or two-phase cross-flow (Granger et al. 1993, Granger
& Gay 1995, Hadj-Sadok et al. 1995, Delenne et al. 1997).

In the fluid-structure interaction module of the GEVIBUS
Workstation, these different fluidelastic coefficients have been
implemented as functions of reduced velocity, void fraction
and tube bundle configuration. Some typical fluidelastic
coefficients obtained by Delenne et al. (1997) in two-phase
cross-flow are presented in Figure 7.

The Dynamics Computation
Depending on the configuration to be studied, the

dynamics computation can be performed, either in the
frequency domain, or by time integration.

Frequency domain computation. Typically, "linear"
mechanical system vibratory behavior will be estimated, by
solving the equation of motion of the fluid-structure coupled
system in the Laplace domain.
The modal characteristics of the structure versus flow velocity
are determined from Equation (9) as described previously. The
critical flow velocity is then determined as the velocity for
which damping of the fluid-structure coupled system becomes
zero. In the stable region, the tube response is computed for a
given flow velocity, considering the modal characteristics of
the fluid-structure coupled system associated to this flow
velocity, and the random motion-independent forces, Ff.
Many examples of predictive calculations using this
methodology are presented in Granger & Gay (1995) and
compared to experimental data.

Time domain computation. For structures supported
by loose supports, impact-fretting phenomena have to be
considered in the equation of motion. Fluid-structure
interaction phenomena will induce, as for "linear" mechanical
systems, two kinds of unsteady fluid forces : random motion-
independent fluid forces induced by turbulence or two-phase
flow, and fluidelastic motion-dependent fluid forces. As
presented in the previous sections, fluidelastic forces vary with
reduced flow velocity and, hence, for a given flow velocity,
with the instantaneous tube response frequency. Typically,
the motion equation, in case of loose support conditions will
be written as :

Ksw(z.t) = ft{z.t) +fd{z,w,w,t)

•-i. ••/ \ 82w(z,t) , . , •, dw(z,t)

with w(z,t) = s—sand w(z,t) = —i—'-
dt dt

(12)

In order to take into account the structural non-linearities
induced by loose supports, fa, the computation of the
vibratory behavior of a steam generator tube generally
requires time-domain integration of the equations of motion.
However, a subsequent difficulty remains : how to take
properly into account frequency-dependent fluidelastic forces
in a time-domain integration scheme ?

To deal with such problems, an Integral Method for Time
Integration (IMTI) has been developed at EDF. The IMTI
method has been developed in the general case of flow-
structure coupled systems with localized non-linear support
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conditions but only a general overview of the method will be
given in the present paper.
Basically, the IMTI method is based on an integral
formulation of the differential equations of motion.
Consider the general equation for dynamics :

w + 2çoO> ow + co pw = f(t) /m (13)

The IMTT time-integration scheme applied to Equation (13) is
defined as :

(14)

where subscript n refers to time step number.
> *22. h and Jn are expressed as, *i2 ,

=Im

(15a)

(15b)

(15c)

(15d)

and damping factors of the linear non-contact fluid-structure
coupled system.

When contact occurs, both the non-linear contact forces
and the associated variation of the frequency-dependent
fluidelastic forces have to be modelled in the time-integration
algorithm. The Jacobian matrices of the non-linear contact
forces, ff,i, versus tube displacement and velocity are first
evaluated. These matrices are then divided into two terms :
one term homogeneous to a stiffness term, and the other one
homogeneous to a damping term. These two terms are
transferred in the left-hand-side of the equation of motion, and
respectively added to the structural stiffness and damping
terms. The "in-contact" system instantaneous frequency is
computed from the variation of stiffness due to contact The
"in-contact" fluidelastic forces are then deduced for the
reduced velocity associated to this "in-contact" instantaneous
frequency.

A "linear" in-contact mechanical system can thus be defined,
whose stiffness/damping term is equal to the sum of the
structural stiffness/damping, the linearized Jacobian terms
relative to stiffness/damping and the fluid added
stiffness/damping term associated to the "in-contact"
frequency. On the right-hand-side of the equation, one will
find the random motion-independent forces, ft, and residual
terms corresponding to the difference between the non-linear
impact-fretting forces, fa, and the linearized Jacobian terms
transferred in the left-hand-side of the equation. The IMTI
algorithm is then applied to solve the "in-contact" equation,
considering the "in-contact" frequencies and damping factors.

(15e)

(15f)

In Equations 13, 14 and 15, <od is equal to :

(16)

J 0 is defined by Equation (11), and s0 is the complex
conjugate of s0.

One will note that in Equations (15), frequency-dependent
terms can be rather simply taken into account for time-
integration, through the two parameters s0 and œ^ . The only
difficulty in this methodology will be the precise
determination of changes in contact conditions.

When non-contact conditions are observed, the non-linear
impact-fretting forces, fa, are equal to zero and the
mechanical system can be considered as linear at that time.
The IMTT algorithm is then applied , considering frequencies

The Damage Evaluation Module
The GEVIBUS Workstation damage evaluation module has
been developed to predict tube failure due to fatigue or wear.
This module can be considered as a post-processor of
dynamics computational results, which provides an
"industrial" information in terms of residual duration of life
for the tube studied. This information will be then used by the
industrial component designers or operators to conclude on the
component safety margins and to define and optimize
maintenance policy.

Damage due to fatigue. Several classical methods to
evaluate damage due to low cycle fatigue or high cycle fatigue
have been implemented in the ASTER code. Considering the
present industrial problem, only the high cycle fatigue models
are used in the fatigue estimation module of the GEVIBUS
Workstation. The fatigue estimation can be performed by
post-processing frequency-domain or time-domain dynamics
computations. However, the analysis of stress time history is
recommended due to more refined cycle counting methods.

The stress time history derived from dynamics
computation is first post-processed with a cycle counting
method, typically, Rainflow cycle counting, to determine
variable loading cycles and mean stress. Goodman and Gerber
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fatigue strength reduction laws are implemented to take into
account environmental effects as mean stress in the usage
factor evaluation. A linear cumulative-damage law, the Miner
law, is then used to obtain total damage. The evaluation of the
admissible number of cycles before tube failure, as function of
alternate and mean stresses is deduced from Whôler curves,
eventually associated to fatigue reduction laws. Typically,
Whôler curves implemented in the GEVIBUS Workstation
database are those proposed by EPRI (1983) for tubes made of
Inconel 600.

Wear damage prediction . Wear damage prediction is
based on time-domain dynamics computation results including
fluid-structure interaction and local impact/fretting non linear
force models as presented in the Dynamics Computation
section.

In the GEVIBUS Workstation, rather classical impact/
fretting models are used (Antunes et al. 1990, Jacquart & Gay
1992, Fisher et al. 1991). The different types of supports
observed in EDF steam generators (Figure 8) are available in
the GEVIBUS database. Their characteristics are used
automatically by the GEVIBUS interface to derive the possible
contact regions in the support as a function of tube diameter
and effective clearance between tube and support.

Drilled hole supports Quatrefoil supports

Trefoil supports Anti-vibration bars

Figure 8. Typical SG support designs

Concerning wear modelling, several semi-empirical laws
have been implemented in the ASTER code and GEVIBUS
Workstation, to evaluate wear volumes from wear work rate :
"classical" laws based upon the Archard law (Archard, 1980,
Frick et al. 1984, Hofmann et al. 1992) and a wear model
considering kinetics recently developed at EDF (Zbinden &
Durbec, 1996).

The EDF wear model differs from "classical" laws based
on Archard's formulation as it considers that :
- the wear rate is not linearly dependent on wear work rate ;
- the wear volume is no longer proportional to time.
The Zbinden & Durbec's model takes into account the
experimental finding (Fisher et al. 1994, Ko & Basista 1984)
that wear rate can be linked to wear power by a power law. It
also includes a law of wear kinetics based on the field data,
which considers an exponential decrease of wear rate from an

initial value towards a non-zero limit wear rate. The wear
volume is thus expressed as function of work rate and time as :

(17)

A and a, are two constants derived from results of laboratory
tests. The constants B and b are obtained from "in service"
field data.

Associated to these different wear prediction laws, a
coefficient library has been implemented in the GEVIBUS
database for various tube/supports material and geometry.
Default values are recommended to the user for the typical
tube support configurations observed in steam generators.

Finally, geometrical relationships have been developed to
derive wear depths on the tube and the supports, from the wear
volumes for the various tube/supports configurations, which
can be observed in the component.

A VALIDATION ON NON-LINEAR EXPERIMENTS FOR
LOOSELY SUPPORTED TUBES EXCITED BY CROSS-
FLOW
This section presents a part of the GEVIBUS validation chart,
i.e. the validation of fluid-structure interaction methodology
for non-linear mechanical system subjected to cross-flow,
using recent experimental work by Chen et al. (1993, 1995).

General Description Of The Test Section
Only the main characteristics of the test section are recalled in
the present paper as all details can be found in Chen et al.
(1995). The experiments have been performed on a tube row
submitted to water cross-flow (Figure 9).
In this tube row, two types of tubes were used :
- a single brass tube, free to vibrate and 1.2637 m long
- four stainless tubes, 0.9906 m long, welded together
outside the flow region in order to raise their natural
frequency.
The present experiment configuration can thus be considered,
from a fluid-structure interaction point of view, as a single
flexible tube within a rigid tube row.
The flexible tube was supported by two "linear O-ring
supports", and also by a brass baffle support plate at one end.
The diametral clearance between the tube and the support
plate could be set to various values. For the validation
computations presented in this paper, the largest clearance will
be investigated (i.e., JJ =J2 = 2.54 10"3 m).
The flexible tube was equipped with displacement transducers.
Typical experimental results are phase planes, with tube
velocity plotted as a function of tube displacement (Figure
10), and tube displacement time histories (Chen et al., 1993).
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Figure 9. Schematic of the Chen's test section
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Configuration 1 Configuration 2

Figure 10. Chen's experimental phase planes (1995)

The GEVIBUS Computations
As no wear experimental data have been published for

these experiments, and as simple flow conditions (i.e. uniform
water cross-flow) were observed, the computation with the
GEVIBUS Workstation has been limited to the fluid-structure
interaction and dynamics computation modules. The
GEVIBUS simulations are presented in the lift direction, for
"Transducer b" and "Test Bl" as referred to in Chen's paper.
Two configurations are provided, corresponding to flow
velocities equaJ to 2.063 m/s and 3.390 m/s. For both flow
velocities, the vibrating tube is unstable and has large
amplitude motion so that it can impact on the brass tube
support plate. The lower flow velocity (Configuration 1) is
very close to fluidelastic instability threshold. The higher flow
velocity (Configuration 2) is equal to 1.5 times the critical
flow velocity or so.

The GEVIBUS computation has been performed, using the
IMTI time-integration algorithm with fluid-structure
interaction modelling. The structural damping in still fluid
measured by Chen et al. (1995) has been considered as input
data of the fluid-structure interaction module. The evolution of
tube frequency and damping factor has then been computed
versus flow velocity using dimensionless fluidelastic force
coefficients corresponding to the configuration studied. The
variation of fluid-structure interaction phenomena due to

frequency variation during impacts has been taken into
account in the computation.

-

Configuration 1 Configuration 2

Figure 11. GEVIBUS prediction time histories
Evolution of tube displacement (mm) vs. time (s)

Configuration 1 Configuration 2

Figure 12. GEVIBUS prediction phase planes
Evolution of tube velocity (m/s) vs. displacement (mm)

For both configurations, computational results (Figures 11 and
12) are very satisfactory, compared to experimental data and
the general dynamics of the tube can be considered as very
well represented. Time histories (Figure 11) are very similar to
those observed experimentally (Chen et al. 1993). Computed
phase planes (Figure 12), which include both the variation of
tube displacement and tube velocity versus time, agree also
very well with experimental work. The general shapes of
phase planes for Configurations 1 and 2 are well described.
The order of magnitude of tube velocity and displacement is
also correctly represented.

APPLICATION OF THE GEVIBUS
TO TUBE SUPPORT PLATE

AN INDUSTRIAL
WORKSTATION
DEGRADATIONS
The industrial application of the GEVIBUS Workstation
presented in this section is related to tube support plate (TSP)
degradation. In 1995, degradation has been observed for some
steam generators equipped with drilled holes support plates.
Due to such degradation, the tubes may become non-supported
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and consequently much more sensitive to flow-induced
vibration phenomena The industrial challenge is then to
determine, as precisely as possible, the tubes which may be
unstable in order to carry out an adequate and optimized
maintenance on the steam generators affected.

Such a stability analysis can be performed from the
classical design guidelines presented in the first Section of this
paper. However, design guidelines may lead to configurations
for which one cannot conclude, except by considering
systematically lower bound recommended values associated to
safely margins. Unfortunately, such an approach may be
totally non-compatible with an optimized maintenance.

Consequently, EDF has decided to take advantage of the
refined fluid-structure interaction modelling of the GEVIBUS
Workstation, to discriminate stable and unstable tubes.
Various plate degradation configurations can be observed in
the steam generators, such as degradation localized around
one specific tube, or degradation for a more extended zone,
which affect several adjacent tubes. For these two
configurations, it appears that one must consider respectively
"one flexible tube in a rigid bundle" and "a flexible tube
bundle"

A typical example has been chosen in the extensive study
performed at EDF for tube support plate degradation, to show
the influence of the degradation configuration on the final
conclusion of the stability analysis. This example will
consider degradation at "Hot Leg" top support plate, and tubes
clamped in the other tube support plates (Cold Leg and Hot
Leg).

Consider one specific tube within the tube bundle. The
flow parameters along the tube and tube mechanical
characteristics are estimated by the GEVIBUS Workstation as
a function of tube location in the steam generator, referred to
as Row and Column The TSP degradation can be limited to
this particular tube or extended to the adjacent tube. The
GEVIBUS computation shows that a single flexible tube much
more stable than a tube located in an extended TSP
degradation zone. The variation in stability can also be
quantified, to define, as a final step; stable and unstable zones
for each TSP degradation configuration. Figure 13 provides
the study results, using a representation of the tube support
plate general geometry.
The squared region corresponds to the tubes, unstable for
localized or extended degradation zones.
The striped region shows the tubes which are found unstable
in the sole case of extended TSP degradation. These tubes are
thus stable if localized degradation is observed.

Concerning maintenance, an important reduction in the
number of tubes to be controlled and plugged can thus be
achieved, when the degradation zones can be clearly
identified. Such a more refined stability analysis may
sometimes delay steam generator replacements or avoid a
subsequent modification of the plant nominal operating
conditions due to a large number of plugged tubes.

! _ I

Figure 13. Typical results of Model 51 TSP
degradation with the GEVIBUS Workstation

Ed Tubes unstable for localized or extended degradation

42 Tubes unstable for extended degradation only
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